From The Brink
revival stories of our freshwater bodies

“Conserving Water Resources for a Climate Resilient Future”
A participatory and solution-oriented approach towards
rejuvenation of aquatic ecosystems and restoration of water bodies

Strategic Alignments:
| National Water Mission |
| SDG 6: Clean Water and Sanitation | SDG 13: Climate Change |

Water is crucial for our development. We have
to understand our collective responsibility
towards its conservation.

— Shri Narendra Modi, Hon’ble
Prime Minister of India
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India is a unique country with
rich and diverse cultural and
natural heritage. However,
owing to growing population
and its escalating needs,
pressure
on
natural
environment
has
been
increasing day by day.
Both in urban and rural areas,
surface water bodies including
ponds
are
dying
and
disappearing really fast owing
to pollution, mismanagement,
exploitation, over-extraction
and
encroachment
The
process of revival of fresh
water bodies needs several
measures in combination.

While the water bodies are
equipped with self-cleansing
abilities,
growing load of
pollution emanating from a
number of sources, however
makes it difficult for them to
function properly. This in turn,
compromises water bodies’
ability to support biodiversity.

Conventional water treatment
technologies are expensive,
require high maintenance and
are also energy intensive, thus
sustainable technology-based
low-cost sewage treatment
systems are becoming popular
across various parts of the
world.

The water scenario for most
cities today is grim, a study
conducted by IIT Delhi
indicates – about 40% of Delhi
NCR's water bodies lost
between 1972 and 2014 due
to rapid urbanization.
With rapid developmental
transformation taking places in
most places, both availability
and quality of water are
getting compromised. Meeting
urban water demand is now a
bigger challenge with swelling
human population in cities.

Map 01: Fresh Water Bodies of Delhi NCR (NCRPB)

Delhi NCR’s water resource is
fascinatingly widespread with
MoEF&CC, GoI data showing
a total wetland area of about
2556 ha. covering some 573
lakes/ wetlands (Map01).
These figures
however vary
from agency
to
agency.
INTACH’s
blueprint for
water augm-entation
(1998) ident-ified some
44 lakes &
355 village
ponds as ma-jor sites for
water storag-e and rech- arge locatio-ns (Earthat-ch & FICCI,
2014).

As per NITI Aayog report, India
is facing its ‘worst’ ever water
crisis in history and the
demand for potable water is
likely to outstrip supply by
2030 if timely and appropriate
steps are not taken.
Studies further indicate, if the
water
crisis
continues
unabated, there will be a 6%
loss in the country’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) by
2050.
Our groundwater resources
account for 40% of India’s
water supply and it is getting
depleted at “unsustainable”
rates.
Increased
population
pressure
along
with
competing demand for water
from
different
sectors
(drinking, agriculture, industry
and energy).
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Figure 01: Per Capita Water Availability in India 2001-25
Source: https://www.insightsonindia.com/

India’s growing water crisis
necessitates
decentralized
conservation of waterbodies
whether large or small and
flowing
or
stagnant
everywhere possible.
Environmental goods and
services provided by a
freshwater body is immense
and
many
a
times
irreplaceable. With ponds,
lakes
and
wetlands
deteriorating rapidly as a result
of human activities, diverse life
forms dependent on these
ecosystems likely to get
endangered sooner in times to
come.
Certain difficulties associated
with shortage of water are
imminent that will begin with

drought and shrinking per Ponds are important hotspots
capita water availability (Figure for biodiversity. Collectively,
01).
they support more species,
and more scarce species, than
On road to the recovery of our any other freshwater habitat
water resources, ponds are the (Céréghino et al. 2008).
softest target and easiest to
restore because of their
simpler form, size, access.
To promote decentralized
approach in conservation
Among stagnant water bodies, outside the protected area
ponds constitute essential network and in sync with the
freshwater ecosystems for OECM concept i.e. Other
biodiversity conservation. Due Effective
area-based
to their heterogeneity and the Conservation Measures, these
varied network of habitats smaller pockets of water can
they provide, they often be very well considered as
support higher diversity than micro biodiversity spots. And
more permanent and large hence their identification,
freshwater habitats and act as demarcation
and
even
stepping stones for the notification, become critically
dispersal of species (Ewald et important to protect their
al, 2010).
cumulative ecological value.
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Keeping this in view and given
the urgency of preserving the
remnant blue spaces of the
region & restoring the ones
fully or partially lost, there is a
need to adopt a sustainable
water conservation approach
founded on eco-technology
based solutions.
As a first step, depending on
the physical condition of a
water body, certain physical
restoration measures including

cleaning, de-siltation, repairing
of embankments, etc. are
undertaken
followed
by
ensuring continuous flow of
good quality water (Figure 01).

in a best possible manner.
There has been a growing
appreciation for technologies
such as Subsurface Horizontal
Flow Constructed Wetland,
which
is
a
structurally
manmade treatment system
available to treat waste water
without
electricity.
This
technology is low-cost, highly
efficient and sustainable.

In absence of a freshwater
source, ponds those are
surviving only on domestic
sewage, need immediate
attention as ponds contribute
to aquifer recharge. Hence, it
is essential that the water
flowing into them, is purified
Constructed Wetland is a prov-

Figure 02: Process of Pond Rejuvenation

-en technology meant to treat
sewage for reuse of water in
various domestic activities
including
irrigation.
Constructed Wetland is a
structurally manmade semi
concrete depression vegetated
with riparian plants on a
permeable bed of river gravels
and other mediums. It
promotes sub-surface flow
allowing the sewage to pass
through the plants enabling

the roots to
contaminants.

absorb

the -nt to remove the organic and
inorganic pollutants from the
sewage water.
Sewage water coming into the
water body is passed through Basic interventions and some
an artificially created wetland additional measures of aeratavegetation, which uses natural tion and purification measures
process of exchange between (though plantation of Vetiver
vegetation (comprised plants Grass) enable improvement in
known
for
absorbing Dissolved Oxygen level and
pollutants efficiently) and soil reduction
in
Nitrate/
including
micro-organisms Phosphate/ organic matter
present in the soil environme- contents in the water, thereby
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re-establishing a waterbody as
a healthy ecosystem capable of
supporting life once again with
water quality fit for ground
water recharge in a short
duration.

allow secondary level of
filtration, floating islands are
also developed in the ponds.
Floating Islands is an artificial
floating platform vegetated
with aquatic plants known to
purify water by absorbing
To increase the sustainability various pollutants.
potential of the project & to
This paper presents our
collective efforts towards
rejuvenating ponds across
various parts of the country,
which have yielded positive grPic 01

Pic 02

-ound result and public
support besides developing a
pond conservation support
group comprised wide-ranging
stakeholders.
There is both need and
urgency to put-together many
such
pond
rejuvenation
projects besides identifying
and geo-tagging, across India
before they cease to exist and
to ensure a water secure
nation. Our pond database
also required to be updated
with inclusion of minor waterbodies scattered around the
country
waiting
to
be
discovered and notified.
Pic 03 a&b

Revival Story:

Pic 04

Rejuvenating a
pond that was
lying dead since
last 40 yrs in
Gazipur area of
Delhi.

Pic 01, 02, 03
(a&b) & 04.

Pic 05
Pic 06
Pic 07
Pic 08
Revival Story:
As part of Pond Recovery Mission of Ghaziabad
Municipal Corporation Morta Pond was brought
to life in a quick span.

Pic 05, 06, 07 & 08.
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Eco-technology at work:

Pic 09

Developing Phytorid based
Constructed Wetlands for Sewage
Treatment at JNTU Hyderabad

Pic 09, 10, 11 & 12.

Pic 10
Pic 11

Pic 12

Pic 13

Pic 14

Pic 15
Work in Progress:
On-going restoration work at Nayphal
in Ghaziabad with active corporate
participation

Pic 13, 14 & 15.

Pic 16
Pic 16
Pic 16
Pic 15

Employee Volunteering:
Pond Clean-up drive along with
corporate volunteers at Jaunapur
Village Pond, South Delhi

Pic 16, 17 & 18.
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Alien invasive species such as
Water Hyacinth Eichhornia
spp. is a cause of serious
concern in water body
management. Most of the
aquatic ecosystems today are
infested
by
uncontrolled
growth of this flora that leads
to major ecological and social
consequences.

Pic 19

As an effective management
measure, we offer a range of
community based solutions
that focus on skill training for
water
hyacinth
based
alternative livelihood options.
Water hyacinth make a viable
raw materials for handicraft,
pulp and paper products
(including
bio-degradable
cutleries) and organic manure.
Pic 20
Pic 23

Pic 21
Pic 22

Pic 24
Pic 25

Pic 26

Skill Development:
Livelihood opportunity on Water
Hyacinth based products for local women

Pic 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 & 26.

Community
based
and
participatory conservation is
not new in the field of
environment.
Community
mobilization can play a critical
role in conservation work, the
success of any such initiative
depends on people of varied

socio – economic background
coming together to deliver
results that can help achieve
environmental benefit, social
and economic empowerment
of local communities. As
communities and women
around waterbodies work tog-

-ether towards skilling and
local enterprise development,
setting up sustainable supply
chain and creation of market
linkage for them to sell their
products uninterrupted in
national and international
markets becomes even easier.
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Water Digest Water Awards 2019-20

A Collaborative Approach
Towards Conserving India’s Rich Natural Heritage
Global Foundation (Global Foundation for Advancement of Environment &
Human Wellness), which is a Delhi based environmental charity & Say Earth
(an NGO with a difference founded by Pond Man Shri Ramveer Tanwar to
engage local communities for conservation of water resources, have been
working together with a shared mission of realising a Water Secure India.
These two organisations working on water body rejuvenation projects jointly
as a mean to promote Nature-based Solutions (NbS) towards building Climate
Resilience through multi-stakeholder and hands-on approach.

Well-wishers & Collaborators

Disclaimer
This document captures our collective experience in conserving / restoring fresh
water bodies. The information compiled here, can be used for general reference only
and not as an ultimate guide.

Contact:
Pranab J Patar, Ph.D.
Global Foundation for Advancement of
Environment & Human Wellness
New Delhi
Email: pranab@globalfoundation.org.in
Mobile: +91- 9953048097

Ramveer Tanwar
Founder, Say Earth NGO
Greater Noida (NCR)
Uttar Pradesh
Email: ramveertanwarg@gmail.com
Mobile: +91-9312989938

